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Contact information: Studio 580-366-2387 Mobile: 580-209-2091 

Irena Bluhm, RR 1 Box 7700, Antlers, OK, 74523, e-mail: bluhmirena@yahoo.com 

Websites:  www.irenabluhmscreations.com   and  www.videosforquilters.com    

Bio                                                      

Irena Bluhm is a longarm quilter since November 2004. She is internationally acclaimed award winning quilter, longarm 

quilting instructor, author, and pattern designer.  She is teaching and exhibiting at all major venues in United States 

including American Quilter's Society shows and International Quilt Festival in Houston along with presentations for Quilt 

Guilds and private workshops nationwide and abroad.  

 

She started teaching in March of 2006, just after a little over one year into longarm quilting and going strong ever since. 

Irena’s dedication and passion for teaching shows as her enthusiasm for the art of quilting is contagious. 

With 18 years of garment making/design and 12 years of doing fine art for a hobby she applies her experience on to 

making quilts for exhibits exclusively. Irena is an author of nine books, few workbooks, videos and DVD’s. Her work has 

been exhibited in many national & international quilt competitions, and was published in numerous quilting magazines and 

all of her 9 books.  

Irena’s work won 65 awards at the most prestigious quilt contests nationwide: AQS show in Paducah and Nashville, IQF 

in Houston, Road to California, PIQF, MAQF, MQS, HMQS to name just a few. She loves and enjoys sharing her 

knowledge with others.  Irena’s entire quilt collection along with her students’ work has been exhibited in numerous shows 

in 2010, 2011 and 2012.  Irena was nominated a Teacher of the Year by her students before MQX 2010.  She was a 

guest on Linda’s Longarm Quilting, The Quilting School by Linda V.Taylor and QNNTV Longarm Quilting Show ‘Quilt it!’. 

In May of 2012 she has established Videos For Quilters and is producing her own videos and DVD's. 
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1. Quilt Guild Program-Flat Fee $750 
What it takes to create a winner   
1-2 hour Lecture/trunk show presentation  
Level: Everyone       
  
Making quilts for shows became a passion for Irena ever since she started entering quilt contests in May of 2005. Join her 
as she shares her experience in the struggle of making award-winning pieces. She will try to explain the best way she 
can, what it takes to make a winner the way she understands it. Her work has been exhibited at the most prestigious, 
national and international quilt shows nationwide and abroad. Find out what is so special about her work that has brought 
her 65 awards in national and international quilt contests. 
 
Level: Everyone  
  

 
 

Hummingbird - 89’X96” by Irena Bluhm. This quilt is a winner of 17 awards, was featured in multiple books, quilting 

magazines and Lone Stars III-A Legacy of Texas Quilts, 1986-2011 book published recently. 
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2. Quilt Guild Program-Flat Fee $750 
Quilter’s Life in Whirlwind of Events   
1-2 hour Lecture/trunk show presentation  
  
Level: Everyone      
 
Class description             
Let’s take a closer look at Irena’s award winning work and her very unusual and extraordinary rise in the longarm quilting 
industry within a very short period of time. She published 9 books, few DVD’s and 5 workbooks to mention just a few 
within a little over 6 years. What is so special about her work that won her 65 awards, was published in numerous books 
and quilting magazines?  
 
Her work has been exhibited at the most prestigious, national and international quilt shows nationwide and abroad.  Listen 
to this unusual story about her introduction to the quilting world and how her life has changed because of that, as she 
recounts some events taking unexpected twists, turning her quilting life into a constant whirlwind of events. 
Irena is teaching and exhibiting at many major shows nationwide and abroad. This PowerPoint/trunk show presentation is 
laced with humor and lots of very useful information describing details of her work.   
 

 
 

Majestic Bugs by Irena Bluhm- 104’X107’- 9 awards winner    
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Class list for 2013 

Machine quilting techniques  for all quilters: domestic, short, mid and longarm machines                                

A majority of classes listed below are 3 hour hands-on drawing/design, some coloring, quilt 

design and mixed techniques classes. 

 

1. Bold and Beautiful-Modern Quilting                                                         Confident beginner 

2. Divide and conquer Custom Quilting                                                        Intermediate/Advanced 

3. Fun with Multiple Fillers-Mix, match and switch                                    Advanced    

4. Formal and Floral Mix                                                                                  Confident beginner/Intermediate 

5. Embellishment Magic                                                                                   Confident beginner/Intermediate  

6. Feathered Swags on the Move                                                                   Intermediate  

7. Fun, Funky and Whimsical Freehand Designs                                          Confident beginner 

8. Freehand Borders and Sashings                                                                 Confident beginner 

9. Bluhming Background Designs-Beginners                                                Beginners 

10. Formal Feathers-Basics and Beyond                                                        Beginners 

11. Let’s Make a Winner-Part I - Pattern design                                 Intermediate 

12. Let’s Make a Winner-Part II - Quilt Design                                  Intermediate 

13. Mixed techniques quilt design I                                                   Intermediate 

14. Mixed techniques quilt design II                                                         Intermediate     

15. Quilts of a different Color                                                                            Everyone    

16. Whimsical and Funky Feathers-Basics and beyond                                Confident beginner      

  

                                                         

Class and compensation fees are subject to changes 
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Class Descriptions       

All classes listed below are 3 hour hands-on drawing/design    

                                                

1.  Bold and Beautiful-Modern Quilting                 Confident beginner           suggested class fee-$ 65 per student                                            

Class Description: When it comes to modern quilting, you need to keep it bold and simple in order to make the quilting 

design match the rather simple and bold quilt design. First, you will learn all design basics then you would be able to 

gradually apply your knowledge to creating your own unique design combinations. You will learn how to keep your 

quilting bold, simple, beautiful and affordable. Together, we will explore many different quilting design possibilities. 

Class supplies: Large drawing pad with no lines or grid and soft, non mechanical pencil  

 

Class kit $20-laminated workbook and dry erase pen 
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2. Divide and Conquer Custom Quilting                     Intermediate/Advanced         suggested class fee-$ 65 per student                                            

Class description 

If you have a lot of quilts that give you a hard time,  you can't miss this class.  You will never again have to deal with 

'How in the world do I quilt this!' dilemma. There is always more than one way of quilting the same quilt depending on 

the budget or a personal preference. We will explore many different design possibilities, so you won't feel intimidated 

by any quilt design!   

  

Class supplies: Large drawing pad with no lines or grid and soft, non mechanical pencil  

 

Class kit $20-laminated workbook and dry erase pen 
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3. Mix, match and switch-Fun with multiple Filler Designs                 Advanced           suggested class fee-$ 65 per student                

Class description 

Stitching one filler design at a time is easy, but did you ever try to juggle between multiple filler designs to create a 

stunning design combination? It is easier than you think and the effects are very impressive! You will learn how to juggle 

2, 3, 4 and more different filler designs into one, very balanced overall background filler design. Once you learn the trick, 

you will be very comfortable changing the designs as you go. 

  

Class supplies: Large drawing pad with no lines or grid and soft, non mechanical pencil  

 

Class kit $20-laminated workbook and dry erase pen    

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

4. Formal and Floral Mix                Confident beginner/Intermediate

The beauty of formal and floral designs can't be underestimated

very beautiful and dynamic design match made in heaven! Even if you never tried this technique before, no problem

will get you started and keep you going, for sure. There will be many design ideas flying around, including some of your 

own. Some overall quilting design ideas will be covered.  

  

Class supplies: Large drawing pad with no lines or grid and soft

 

Class kit $20-laminated workbook and dry erase pen
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Confident beginner/Intermediate                          suggested class fee

The beauty of formal and floral designs can't be underestimated. When these two design motifs 

very beautiful and dynamic design match made in heaven! Even if you never tried this technique before, no problem

will get you started and keep you going, for sure. There will be many design ideas flying around, including some of your 

Some overall quilting design ideas will be covered.   

Class supplies: Large drawing pad with no lines or grid and soft, non mechanical pencil  

laminated workbook and dry erase pen 

suggested class fee-$ 65 per student                

design motifs are combined, you get a 

very beautiful and dynamic design match made in heaven! Even if you never tried this technique before, no problem. Irena 

will get you started and keep you going, for sure. There will be many design ideas flying around, including some of your 
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5. Embellishment Magic                    Confident beginner/Intermediate                       suggested class fee-$ 65 per student                

 Class description 

You can embellish anything that doesn't move and by doing so, create some magnificent looking designs of your own, 

once you learn how. The most beautiful designs can be created by using this very simple design concept which does the 

magic!  Let Irena walk you through the basic steps and show you how simple this technique really is. Not only it is simple, 

but it is a lot of fun once you know how!    

  

Class supplies: Large drawing pad with no lines or grid and soft, non mechanical pencil  
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6.  Feathered Swags on the Move  4 hour  hands-on            Intermediate               suggested class fee-$ 65 per student                                            

 

Class description 

 

Learn how to make these awesome looking feather swags like they are winding, crawling, moving, wiggling as if they are 

just about to leap off your quilt! Join Irena as she shows her unique and effective way winding through all of these twists 

and turns while putting the feathers into motion. Learn this trick with no marking, and most important: learn how to make 

some gorgeous looking feathers.   

  

Class supplies: Large drawing pad with no lines or grid and soft, non mechanical pencil  

 

Class kit $20-laminated workbook and dry erase pen 
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7.  Fun, Funky and Whimsical Freehand Designs             Confident  beginner            suggested class fee-$ 65 per student                

Class description                                                        
 

Learn from Irena as she makes up designs on a whim as she goes.  You will learn how to make up some unique and 

unusual designs, by playing with shapes you are already familiar with and then adding some unexpected twists, turns and 

embellishments. You need to relax and just stitch away. You are the only one who knows how your design is supposed to 

look like! If you love what you just created, other people will love it too. 

Class supplies: Large drawing pad with no lines or grid and soft, non mechanical pencil  

 

Class kit $20-laminated workbook and dry erase pen 
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8.  Freehand Borders and Sashings                        Confident beginner                 suggested class fee-$ 65 per student                

Class description                                                        

    

There is a lot of simple and beautiful designs you can use to fill in borders, or sashings. No marking is necessary, just 

learn how to improvise as you go using these simple and easy to execute design motifs. Keep it simple and beautiful is a 

motto for this class. You will be surprised by how many different design ideas you can learn in this class. There is never a 

shortage of design ideas in any of Irena's classes.  

  

Class supplies: Large drawing pad with no lines or grid and soft, non mechanical pencil  

 

Class kit $20-laminated workbook and dry erase pen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

9.   Bluhming Background Designs                           
                         
Class description                                                       
 

Say goodbye to any conventional way of using stippling to fill in negative spaces with fun, beautiful and unique fillers.
This easy to execute technique will have your creative juices flowing once you learn this very simple and
easy to understand design concept. You would be
dense to allover, this unique technique is very forgiving and the visual effects are very impressive. No planning ahead and 
no marking are required. 
 
Class supplies: Large drawing pad with no lines or

 

Class kit $20-laminated workbook and dry erase pen
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                  Confident beginner                        suggested class

Class description                                                        

conventional way of using stippling to fill in negative spaces with fun, beautiful and unique fillers.
This easy to execute technique will have your creative juices flowing once you learn this very simple and
easy to understand design concept. You would be able to add your own twist to Irena’s ideas. From very
dense to allover, this unique technique is very forgiving and the visual effects are very impressive. No planning ahead and 

Class supplies: Large drawing pad with no lines or grid and soft, non mechanical pencil  

laminated workbook and dry erase pen 

suggested class fee-$ 65 per student                

conventional way of using stippling to fill in negative spaces with fun, beautiful and unique fillers. 
This easy to execute technique will have your creative juices flowing once you learn this very simple and 

able to add your own twist to Irena’s ideas. From very 
dense to allover, this unique technique is very forgiving and the visual effects are very impressive. No planning ahead and 

 



 

 

 10. Formal Feathers-Basics and Beyond          

Class description                                                       

 

If you have never tried the formal feathers, it is about time! You will never regret  it, once you understand the design 
concept, the flexibility and versatility. The rest is just putting a little effort into trying to get them looking exactly the way 
you like them. The versatility in creating quilting designs using these feathers can't be underestimated! Starting with the 
basics followed by little more advanced designs, you will realize that you can do anything you wish using these feathers 
on customers or your own quilts once you know how.
 
Class supplies: Large drawing pad with no lines or grid and soft

  

Class kit $20-laminated workbook and dry erase pen
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Basics and Beyond                            Beginners               suggested class fee

Class description                                                        

If you have never tried the formal feathers, it is about time! You will never regret  it, once you understand the design 
flexibility and versatility. The rest is just putting a little effort into trying to get them looking exactly the way 

The versatility in creating quilting designs using these feathers can't be underestimated! Starting with the 
little more advanced designs, you will realize that you can do anything you wish using these feathers 

own quilts once you know how. 

Class supplies: Large drawing pad with no lines or grid and soft, non mechanical pencil  

laminated workbook and dry erase pen 

suggested class fee-$ 65 per student                                            

If you have never tried the formal feathers, it is about time! You will never regret  it, once you understand the design 
flexibility and versatility. The rest is just putting a little effort into trying to get them looking exactly the way 

The versatility in creating quilting designs using these feathers can't be underestimated! Starting with the 
little more advanced designs, you will realize that you can do anything you wish using these feathers 
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11. Let’s Make a Winner-Pattern design -Part I             Intermediate           

  
Class description                                                       suggested class fee-$ 55 per student                                                                                            

 
If you feel like you have no idea how to start your own original quilt design, you can’t miss this class! There is nothing better than 
creating your own original quilt design from scratch. Even if you don’t believe you can do it, you might be surprised how easy it will be 
after Irena’s step-by-step instructions. You will learn how to create your own patterns first. Then you will learn how to make choices in 
which patterns to use in order to create a very impressive looking quilt design layout of your own.  
 
12. Let’s Make a Winner-Original quilt design from scratch -Part II            Intermediate                                                    
                              
Class description                                                       suggested class fee-$ 55 per student                                                                                            
 
In this class, you will realize that you can create your own, original quilt design as you will try putting all of the pieces of a 
puzzle together and create your own design layout. You will see the results of your freshly acquired skills as soon as you 
take a look at your own, original quilt design finished before the class is over.  
 

 Class supplies: Large drawing pad  with no lines or grid, soft pencil, 45”X45” (white or off white) of 100% cotton sateen 
for the top, 2 Mark B Gone blue washable marking pens, 1 clover eraser & pins 
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13. Mixed techniques quilt design I                                           Intermediate                 
                 
                              
Class description                                                       suggested class fee-$ 55 per student                                                                                            
 
 

In this class you will learn all the basics necessary to create a quilt top ready for stitching. You will learn how to  prepare 
and stitch machine applique in an easy way. Machine applique will be used as a base foundation for your quilt design 
which will be enhanced with quilting designs during the second part of this class.     
 
14. Mixed techniques quilt design II                                                          Intermediate                                                          
 

Class description                                               suggested class fee-$ 55 per student                                                                                            
         
 

In this class you would be learn how to create your own quilt design layout by enhancing your machine applique design 
with quilting patterns. Coloring technique demo and a short hands-on coloring session will be part of this class.  The main 
quilt design will be colored later after the quilting of your piece is complete. Your quilt top should be designed, marked, 
and be ready for stitching before the class is over. 
 
Class supplies: Large drawing pad  with no lines or grid, soft, non mechanical pencil, Mark B Gone blue washable 
marking pen, pins, paper scissors, fabric scissors 
 

Class kit $35- 45"X45" of dark background fabric, 1/2 y of white 100% cotton fabric, 1/2 y of batik fabric, freezer paper, 
glue stick, fabric marker 
 

 
 



 

 

15. Quilts of a different Color                 

                           

Class description                                                       
  

Learn how easy it is to apply color using regular colored pencils to a small, quilted piece. Don’t be afraid of using bold, 
bright colors to create great contrast and drama to your piece. 
Also learn how to do very impressive looking shading in order to 
soft if you prefer. Once you learn how easy it is, you will ask yourself, ”why haven’t I tried it a long time ago!”
 
$35 Class kit: Quilted panel, box of 12 pencils, 2 oz bottle of Textile Medium, 6
oz plastic dispenser cup with lid, 12 paper patterns package.  
No other supplies are needed. 
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Quilts of a different Color                                     Everyone               suggested class fee

Class description                                                        

Learn how easy it is to apply color using regular colored pencils to a small, quilted piece. Don’t be afraid of using bold, 
bright colors to create great contrast and drama to your piece.  
Also learn how to do very impressive looking shading in order to create a 3D effect.  Your design might look bright, or very 
soft if you prefer. Once you learn how easy it is, you will ask yourself, ”why haven’t I tried it a long time ago!”

Quilted panel, box of 12 pencils, 2 oz bottle of Textile Medium, 6-piece brush set, CD with instructions, 1 
oz plastic dispenser cup with lid, 12 paper patterns package.   

  

suggested class fee-$ 55 per student                                            

Learn how easy it is to apply color using regular colored pencils to a small, quilted piece. Don’t be afraid of using bold, 

create a 3D effect.  Your design might look bright, or very 
soft if you prefer. Once you learn how easy it is, you will ask yourself, ”why haven’t I tried it a long time ago!” 

piece brush set, CD with instructions, 1 

 



 

 

16. Whimsical and Funky Feathers                 

 
Class description                                                   

 
 
Students will be presented with wide variety of unique and interesting looking feathers on the cutting edge and learn how to 
use them in quilting design. The best thing about these feathers is that they are easy to stitch. No backtracking, period. If
are ready to change your quilting style and wish to impress your customers or the judges, it’s time to use these easy to 
execute feathers. Students will be inspired and encouraged to develop their own style.
 

Class supplies: Large drawing pad with no lines or grid and soft

 

Class kit $20-laminated workbook and dry erase pen
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                 Confident beginners                   suggested class fee

                                                     

presented with wide variety of unique and interesting looking feathers on the cutting edge and learn how to 
use them in quilting design. The best thing about these feathers is that they are easy to stitch. No backtracking, period. If

e your quilting style and wish to impress your customers or the judges, it’s time to use these easy to 
execute feathers. Students will be inspired and encouraged to develop their own style. 

Class supplies: Large drawing pad with no lines or grid and soft, non mechanical pencil  

laminated workbook and dry erase pen 

 

suggested class fee-$ 65 per student                

presented with wide variety of unique and interesting looking feathers on the cutting edge and learn how to 
use them in quilting design. The best thing about these feathers is that they are easy to stitch. No backtracking, period. If you 

e your quilting style and wish to impress your customers or the judges, it’s time to use these easy to 

 


